Port Broughton farmer
Peter Edwards talks
about what he has
learned through
experience and trial
results to help him gain
the upper hand in brome
grass control.
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“Given the fact that our farm has
been going for four generations and
it’s something we’d like to continue,
there is no other alternative than to
use whatever means possible to
control brome grass. Sitting on our
hands and waiting for the next best
chemical to come along just isn’t
the answer!”

Trials and NSS

Agronomists Chris Davey (YP AG)
and Leighton Wilksch (Agbyte),
working
with
the
Northern
Sustainable Soils farmer group,
identified that Peter Edwards was
actively involved in trying to mechanically remove brome grass seeds before they could fall to the ground in order to
reduce the weed seed bank. They worked with Peter to set up a trial on his property to see which was the most effective
and practical way to do this. These trials were supported by Grain & Graze 2 funding and were reported earlier in this
article: http://eastsouthaustralia.grainandgraze2.com.au/display.php?file=308
Until recently Peter Edwards farmed in partnership with his brother Michael and much of the progress on the property
towards the control of brome grass should be credited to their joint efforts. Peter now farms with his wife Joanne and
son Tim. They continuously crop wheat, lentils and barley on their northern Yorke Peninsula farm. The country varies
from undulating sandy loam to dune swale ground through to challenging sandhills.
Brome grass has been a significant problem on the farm because when the population climbs it can cause major yield
loss in the current crop and also affect following crops through carryover of root disease. As if that weren’t enough,
brome causes significant contamination of grain resulting in dockage or time consuming additional costs of seed
cleaning.
“The main driver of production on our farm is healthy soil and if brome grass is creating root disease issues we won’t
be able to increase the productivity and health of our soils.”

Traditional control methods

When Peter first came onto the farm in the 80s, cultivation was the main method of brome grass control and, because
livestock was part of the mix then, was able to utilise feed when chemically fallowing. When stock was phased out in
the mid 90s they began to use selective Fop herbicides like Fusilade® to spray grasses out in legumes.
Herbicide resistance has become a major problem over the last six to seven years. “After the Fops failed we used
Dims and now we have to use them together as a mix with high rates and specific adjuvants in order to get control.”
It was obvious to Peter that total dependence on chemical control was never going to work. However, the challenge of
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mechanically collecting and disposing of brome grass seed was fine in theory but sometimes didn’t work in practice.
“An example is trying to windrow barley stubble. You can harvest barley, put it in a windrow to burn and it just blows
away. With wheat you can do it successfully because 99% will stay in the windrow and not blow away. That is an
indication of how some things sound good but may not be practical and why I’ve given up trying to windrow barley
stubbles.”

Early maturation is the problem

“I’ve also learned that brome grass is frustrating because before you have a chance to harvest it you could lose 2030% of your seed onto the ground. That means you lose the ability to capture the seed because it has already fallen off.
One of the reasons we tried to windrow barley was to get at the brome grass ten days earlier but seeds were already
falling onto the ground. With ryegrass, because it matures later, you are able to use windrows or chaff carts with more
success to control it.

Chaff cart

Peter does employ chaff carts to capture what seed he can and because it enables him to burn just the weed seeds
and not the stubble. He admits that chaff carting is difficult because it slows down harvesting.
“We were using the chaff cart by itself but now we are using a chaser bin. This increased productivity because it
eliminated the time spent out of the crop and not reaping. When we were chaff dumping as well as stopping to empty
our grain we had an expensive harvester spending 25% of its time unloading and that wasn’t productive. The chaser
bin collecting the grain from the harvester makes it a lot more efficient. However, you have to buy a chaser bin and
have somebody to drive it.”
Because chaff carts are effective in removing significant numbers of weed seeds to reduce the paddock seed bank,
Peter advises others to introduce the practice to their control program as soon as possible. “Introduce the chaff cart
early and windrow burn as well. Some people say it must be a pain dragging that chaff cart along behind the header.
I just say I’ve been doing it for 9 years now so I don’t notice it!”

Windrowing with modifications

If brome grass populations are low, Peter Edwards tries to avoid windrowing and losing residue to burning which could
leave following emerging legume crops unprotected in sandy soils and lead to erosion. He might only do this every
third or fourth year in a wheat crop.
One thing Peter noticed about windrowing was that the seeds
came out of the harvester first, straight onto the ground, and
the straw was deposited on top of that. “That’s the worst thing
you can do,” he says, because seeds are then deposited
where flames can miss them and germination may still occur
through soil contact.
Like many inventive farmers, Peter Edwards decided to design
a system based on models from WA he had seen, to get around
the problem. Using the harvester’s chaff capture facility, with
the cart disconnected, he built a baffle box to direct the portion
that would normally go into the chaff cart around behind the
harvester and drop it on top of the straw in the windrow. It gives
a much more successful burn of the weed seeds and chaff.
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“In these years we are getting now with wet autumns it comes into its own because a lot of these weed seeds are sitting
on the damp soil and they won’t burn. Whereas, with what I’ve done they are sitting on top of straw where they will dry
up and they will burn.”

Using herbicides
Chemical fallow

The most successful chemical control method Peter has used on brome grass is to chemically fallow portions of the
crop. This is done just before the seed matures in September, usually with heavy rates of Gramoxone®. As much as
25% of a total crop might be wiped out where brome populations could be as high as 2000 plants per square metre.
“We are taking a short term hit in the pocket but long term, where we have chemically fallowed the previous year, we
can get up to twice the yield we expected if left untreated. Effectively we are no worse off and we are reducing our
brome grass seed population. We continue to see the benefits for the next four or five years”
Peter admits that chemically fallowing a paddock is a last resort but “if you don’t break that cycle you don’t see a net
benefit. Waiting around for the next best chemical to come along is just setting yourself up for failure.” High populations
of weeds put too much pressure on chemicals causing rapid development of resistance so he sprays out high density
patches in wheat, barley or legumes with a 3m boom-spray on the farm ute.

Fops/dims

“Don’t let your escapes escape!” That is a take home message Peter Edwards got from attending herbicide resistance
workshops run by Plant Science Consulting’s Peter Boutsalis. When using selective grass herbicides Mr. Edwards
uses this strategy on brome and wild radish to minimise development of resistance.

Clearfield

Trial results have shown that it’s beneficial to target brome grass at both harvest and seeding. However, early chemical
options have been limited and late germination during cold wet winters mean brome emerges after the crop is sown
and growing, meaning knockdowns are not an option.
Now that Clearfield® technology has come along, with chemical tolerant crops, there is an option to remove brome
grass in-crop. Peter has been using Intervix® on Scope barley and Group B chemicals or similar on Herald and
Hurricane lentils. “With Clearfield® technology we are getting on top of brome but it is important to use these chemicals
wisely. The best results with Clearfield® are where we haven’t had to apply it to high weed populations (eg >1000/m2).
I’ve sprayed Intervix® on barley in those really dense areas and still had some escapes which I’ve then chemically
fallowed so they are not starting the cycle of resistance.”

It’s the combination!

“The chaff cart and windrowing at harvest is effective but trial data has shown that you are only removing 50% of the
seed population that way so it’s not the whole answer. But if we didn’t remove 50% of the seed population it would be
harder for the products with Clearfield® technology to work.”

The value of the whole program

With the range of control measures in place Peter Edwards says it’s becoming less likely for him to have to take drastic
measures such as chemically fallowing portions of a crop. Monitoring crops for bad weed patches becomes essential
though and takes considerable time and effort in spring. Nonetheless, he says the net benefit is getting on top of the
problem.
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“I don’t consider there to be an
alternative. It has been a perfect
storm for brome grass for the last
two years with wet winters and I
have a paddock now that’s pretty
clean. I’ll be interested to see how
it goes this year with a wet start.
If I can get through that with the
populations remaining as they are I
think I’ll have been successful.”
“I’ve seen sides of some sand
hills that have had brome grass
year after year and are full of root
disease and non wetting soil. Then
right along side of them you might
have had a particular plot that
you’ve chemically fallowed for two
years. Well, there’s no root disease,
the rainfall goes straight in down to
the root system and the crop’s in
really good condition. You look at
that and there’s the answer straight
away!”
“I don’t know where I’d be at if I didn’t implement these changes. It might have devalued my farm. But I’m pretty
proactive and I try to get on top of a problem. Reducing the resistant populations of weeds adds value to my farm. I’m
protecting my asset by keeping the farm as weed free as possible and increasing productivity.”
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